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Chorus:
One more time, one top of you and one top of me, 
one more time, sometimes you pay for this time is free,
one more time, when you hear my voice just know it's
me, 
one more time, 'cause I'ma ..so in my seat and the
rhythm sound MWC 

Yeah I got that late night down town flow 
the one that girls get pretty to 
I got a killer instinct so be careful 
when you putting y name in your interviews 
you wanna fight you can knock me back 
but I'm from the south bro enough with that 
hustle 25 sitting on a couple stacks 
gotta give with the flip when I f*ck you rap 
hey y'all I'm back to my night right
I'm with a couple ladies they're looking right, right 
.. on the window to the limo, can you picture what my
life life 
fly my till that's work this .. 
I ain't try tell y'all but you already know 
but you a case who off.. I'ma spell it boy boy boy 

Chorus:
One more time, one top of you and one top of me, 
one more time, sometimes you pay for this time is free,
one more time, when you hear my voice just know it's
me, 
one more time, 'cause I'ma ..so in my seat and the
rhythm sound MWC 

I tell me they ain't f*cking my ..yet 
how to rap I'm an English architect 
plus I got a little need for picking the ail 
no sleep I've been seat on knocking that 
hey y'all my taste is a third 
she taste with a little little play in the urbs 
hear my favorite song on the radio 
but I got so make up the worse 
yeah and now I'm singin all team 
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open the club down need a.. 
the body go down give me bout three 
and I'll be standing on the chess VIP 
hey yeah I'm young I don't know rules 
will fall ass nigga old rules 
I'm about o finish what's in my cup 
somebody please feel it up 
one more time 

[Chorus:]

I'm just feeling good, celebration tonight 
celebrate, don't wait too late 
noh, we don't stop 
you can stop we gonna celebrate 

[Chorus:]

one more time 
one more time
one more time
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